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Abstract
Recent progress especially in the field f gene identification and expression have
raised more attention on genetic susceptibility to cancer possibly enhanced by

radiations. Radiation therapists are mostly concerned by this question since
hypersensitive patients may suffer from adverse effects in normal tissues following a
standard radiation therapy and normally sensitive patients could benefit from higher

doses f radiations for a better cure f their malignant tumors. Although only a small
percentage of individuals are hypersensitive to radiation effects, al mdical
specialists using ionising radiations should be aware f these new progress in medical

knowledge. The present paper reviews the main pathologies (diseases, syndromes ... )
known or strongly suspected to be associated with a hypersensitivity to ionizing

radiations. Then the main tests capable to detect in advance such pathologies are

analyzed and compared. Finally guidelines are provided, especially to the radiation

therapists to limit the risk f severe complications (or even deaths) for these specific
subset of patients suffering from a genetic disorder with a susceptibility to radiations.

Introduction
There s growing evidence that a small percentage f individuals in the general
population, and most probably a sghtly higher percentage in cancer patients, are

somewhat « hypersensitive » to radiation effects. For a long time,
such « hypersensitivity » cases, although well known by physicians, and in particular by

radiation oncologists, have been considered as being so exceptional that they did not
justify much attention. With the recent knowledge that, although individualiy rare,
genetic disorders able to impact on susceptibility to radiations could be (much) more
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frequent than initially expected, the question of these types f susceptibility cannot be

neglected any more <1).
The publication N 79 f the International Commission on Radiological Protection (2),
published n 1998, focused on genetic susceptibility to cancer and mainly on the

possible influence of this susceptibility on radiation protection in general. This important
document stated in its conclusion that, for the general population, the number of cases

of hypersensitive individuals did not lead to measurable distortion to population risk
estimates the present (severe) rules for radioprotection therefore did not need to be
modified. However, the sanme document pointed out that For the future, special
consideration of the impact of susceptibility s ikely to apply to the rise of radiations for
therapy... , and this for two rather obvious reasons first, the above mentionned
higher rate of hypersensitive cases n a cancer patient population, and second, the

high doses that should be delivered t0 cure malignant tumors (the dose levels being in
these cases 1000 t 10000 times higher that those considered in current
radioprotection).
n the ast years, more and more interest has therefore been devoted to the possible
impact of the genetic susceptibility in medicine (1, 3) on hypersensitivity t the

carcinogenic risk of ionizing radiations (stochastic or probabilistic effect) and on
hypersensitivity t deterministic effect. Actually, these two types f hypersensitivity

probably coexist in a number of situation, the samne biological cause (e.g., a deficiency
in DNA repair) being able to lead both to an increased rsk of radio-induced cancer and
to severe deterministic effects of radiations.
n the present paper, we will first consider the main pathologies (diseases,
syndromes... ) known or strongly suscepted t0 be associated with a hypersensitivity ta
ionizing radiations. We will then consider the main tests available n 2000, which could
be able t detect n advance such pathologies. We will finally try t conclude on a set of

basic recommandations, believed t be able t limnit the risk of severe complications (r
even deaths) for these specific subset f patients suffering from a genetic disorder
responsible for such a susceptibility t radiations.

Pathologies associated with hypersensitivity to ionizing radiations.

Ataxia Telangiectasia
Although described earlier, the syndrome has been more completely described in 1958
by Boder (4). The clinical features include early onset f cerebellar ataxia 
telangiectasia, immunodeficiency and increased risk of pulmonary infections as well as
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of malignant tumors, mainly ymphomas and breast cancers. This syndrome s an
autosomnal rcessive genetic disorder. The mutated gene (ATM) s located n 1 1q22-23
and has been isolated n 1995 by Savitsky et ai (5).
In this paper, focusing on the clinical impact of such disorders, t appears important to
consider seperately the ataxia telangiectasia homozygotes and heterozygotes.

Homozygotes ataxia telanoiectasia atients

Only homozygotes ataxia telangiectasia patients present with the typical clinical
features described above. These patients are, fortunately, exceedingly rare in the
general population, the current estimation being over 300,000 to 400.000 individuals.

Homnozygotic ataxia telangiectasia s associated with an ipressive increased risk of
spontaneous cancers. The rsk s essentially increased for lymphomas (250 times more
frequent than in the general population), for breast cancer, and for stomach cancer n
somne ataxia telangiectasia families (2). Atthough appealing, the hypothese of a higher

risk f radioinduced cancer in the ataxia teiangiectasia homnozygotic patients is not

supported by solid data.
n contrast, the hypersensitivity to deterministic effects to ionizing radiations is well

established. Ataxia telangiectasia homnozygotic patients are considered to be grossly 3
to 4 times more sensitive than the general population, with the immediate

understandable consequence that a dose perfectly tolerated by a normal individual can
kilt an ataxia telangiectasia homozygotic patient. The precise biological mechanismns of

this major hyper-radlioserisitivity have not been totally elucidated so far. athough recent

data (6,7) suggest that repair deficiency f radio-induced NA double strand break,
includinig DNA damnage recognition and DNA recombination process, and altered cell
cycle check points could be involved.

Heterozyootes ataxia telanoiectasia patients

AT heterozygotes were considered a few years ago to account for 5 to 10 % of cancer

patients, especially those having a breast cancer. They were also thought to gather
the hyper-radiosensitive cases, or at east to account for most of themn.
These statemnents have recently been questionned.

A survey of cancer cohorts indicates that te requency of AT heterozygotes in the

population is 0.5% (confidence level 0.36 - 0.72).
The relative risk (RR) f breast cancer in AT heterozygotes s 3.9 (confidence

level 2.1 - 7.2). Based on these data, calculations indicate that the estimated
frequency of AT heterozygotes in a breast cancer population s 1.9%, but could be
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anywhere between 0.5 and 6.5 %. Work from Fitzgerald et ai (8) s n favor of the

0.5% estimate.

Testing for ATM mutations in patients with severe normal tissue ractions ater

radiotherapy (mostly breast cancer patients) has been reported n 5 studies. The
results displayed in the following table show only 3 ATM mutations n a population
of 104 over-reactor patients.

Reference Number of patients Number of Mmutations

Appleby (9) 23 f T
Ramsay (1 0) 1 5 0 

Shayeghi (1 1) 41 i

Clarke (1 2) 5 O

Oppitz (13) 20 2

Weissberg et a (14) studied the clinical radiosensitivity in 2 AT heterozygote

patients with prostate carcinoma and il1 AT heterozygote patients with breast
carcinoma. They concluded that « There s no evidence that abnormal clinical

radiosensitivity occurs n AT heterozygotes receiving conventionaly fractionated
radiation therapy for breast or prostate cancer ».

According to these data, AT heterozygosity does not seemn to be responsible neither
for a significant fraction f breast cancers n the population, nor for the severe
adverse post-radiation reaction observed in a small percentage of cancer patients,

especially in breast cancer.
n addition, two recent studies did not identify any germline ATM mutations in

radiation associated malignancies after Hodgkin disease (5,16).

Fanconi anemia
Fanconi anemia is a rare rcessive genetic disorder (1/20.000 in the general
population) frequently associated with some morphological abnormalities. The clinical

sequence of the disease s anemia, myelodlysplasia and acute leukemia, with a more or
less rapid evolution.

Hypersensitivity to radiations, estimated to be twice the normality and most probably
related to the extreme chromosome fragility, s well demonstated n cytogenetic testing,

both spontaneously and after Mitomycin C (17). The major problem with the Fanconi

patients (usually children) appears when they have to be irradiated before a bone
marrow transplantation , or when they should receive radiotherapy for an associated
solid tumor. An excess risk of second cancer appears to exist in these patients.
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Hypersensitivity to radiation as evidenced by second cancers
The very high risk of developing a bone sarcoma n the irradiation field s weIl-known

after radiation therapy of retinoblastoma. The ack of Rb, a suppressor gene, obviously

plays a major role n that case. Furthermore, Kieinerman (18) showed that n the long
term survivors, the risk f second cancer is significantly higher n patients with a

hereditary retinoblastoma than in nonhereditary patients. Patients with naevoidbasal
cell carcinoma syndrome were observed to develop tumours in the field following
radiotherapy for medulloblastoma and several childhood malignancies (Wilms' tumour,

neuroblastoma. sarcomas, ymphomas) have aso be inked to higher risk of second
cancers (19). Among 161 LU-Fraumneni patients (p53 deficient) 9 deveiopped second

soft tissue sarcomas (20). Sznadjer et a 21) found 63 cases f local neural second

cancers in 3013 neurofibromatosis (NFI and NF2 deficient genes) patients treated for

benign head and neck conditions (750 mGy per course of treatment)
In parallel, a large number of studies have now demonstrated the existence of genetic
predisposition to cancers (22) but the existence or not of higher suceptibility to second

radioinduced cancer s stil a matter of controversy. These cancers may not be specific
of any given organ, ile., al organs may be involved. More often. these cancers are
organ specific and are inked with a genetic abnormality. Breast cancers with BRCA1

and BRCA2, colon cancer with APC, MLH1, ovary cancer with BRCA1, prostate cancer
with HPC1 and several abnormal genes. kin with XPs , MLM (melanoma).

CRF 79 reports that « n most, if not al] instances of familial cancer predisposition

associated with the dominant inheritance of strongly expressing tumor suppressor gene
mutations, there will be an absolute increase n the probability f radiation-induced

cancer... ». This seems particularly true if the cancer predisposition s associated with
deficiencies in DNA repair. However, the detriment associated with this increase of risk
s at present difficult to quantify. Furthermore, Chakraborty et a (23), observing that

biological relatives of individuals carrying cancer-predisposing germiine mutations have
a higher probability of being carriers of such mutant genes, assume that they may be at

higher risk for cancer induced by ionizing radiations.

A role of the major breast cancer predisposing BRCA1 and BRCA2 gene products in
DNA repair pathways, has been suggested by several studies. Abott et ai (24) showed
that BRCA2 defective cancer celllines are highly sensitive to agents that cause DNA

double-strand breaks , including ionizing radiations.
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Few clinical studies have investigated either normal tissue ractions or the tumor

response to radiation treatment n breast cancer BRCA carriers. Gaffney et a (25)

showed that 30 breast cancer patients carrying BRCAl mutations and 29 breast cancer
patients carrying BRCA2 mutations display a normal acute reaction to radiotherapy.

Regarding the radiosensitivity of BRCAl breast cancers, contradictatory resuits have

been reported Verhoog (26) and Watson (27) observed a better prognosis n BRCA1
mutation associated cancers, possibly due to higher tumor radiosensitivity, while
Ansquer et a (28) observed a poorer prognosis in their series. Athough f major

concern, the radiation associated carcinogenic risk in these patients is not known so

far. A few authors have postulated that the low doses of radiations given by
mammography could be detrimental in such predisposed patients (29,30) while for

others. the benefits of mammography seem to largely exceed the risk (31,32,33).

Scierodermia (systemic scierosis)

Systemic scierosis is a collagen vascular disease characterized by fibrosis resembling

that observed in late radiation damage (34). Such features may also be observed n

other collagen vascular disease (polyrnyositis, dermatomyositis, ankylosing spondylitis)

and in rheumatoïd arthritis.
An anusual high incidence of complications after radiation therapy has been reported in
these patients (35,36). n some cases, not only local features were exacerbated, but

also becamne generalized (37).
Abnormal results f TGF found n systemic scierosis could account for such an
increased toxicity f radiations (35). Data from Mc Curdy et a (38) suggest that DNA

repair s impaired n these patients.

HIV positive patients
n the first years f radiotherapy f HIV positive patients, hyper-radiosensitivity was

reported, appearing essentially as mucosae problems.

The most recent observations were dealing with more specific problems.

Costleigh (39) observed a heightened sensitivity of the oesophagus to radiations in a

patient with ADS. Thoma-Greber (40) reported of bullous kin ractions atter soft

roentgen radiotherapy of HIV associated Kaposi sarcomas. A case report and review of

literature of Leigh et ai (41 ) made the point on severe esophageal toxicity after thoracic

radiation therapy for lung cancer associated with AIDS.

t s likely that the better management f multiple infections in AIDS patient is
responsible for the decrease of observations after radiotherapy. However, other

possible factors have been hypothetized glutathion deficiency (42,43), and fibroblast

hyper-radiosensitivity (44).
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Other diseases associated with cancer and hypersensitivity t lonizing

radiations
A number of other diseases or syndromes (usually exceedingly rare) has been shown
to be associated with clinical hyper-radiosensitivity, with or without hypersensitivity to
UV radiations : Nijmregen breakage syndrome (actually close to ataxia), idiopathic
chromosome fragility (ICIF), Cockayne syndrome, Bloom syndrom.
Behcet's disease and diabetis mellitus have been reported recently among the
diseases with possible radiation sensitivity. Cengiz (45) observed in a group of 4
patients with Behcet's disease aso treated for a malignancy, 3 severe ate ractions

(brachial plexopathy, ureter fibrosis and kin necrosis) 4 to 6 months after completion
of radiotherapy. n a study f 944 prostate cancer patients, Herold (46) reported that
diabetes was a significant independent factor for late grade 2 gastro-intestinal toxicity
and for late grade 2 genito-urinary toxicity.
Sometimes, hyper-radiosensitivity s observed in patients out of the scope of ail known

diseases or syndroms. Therefore, further entities are expected o be identified in the
next future. These sporadic observations emphasize the need for biological markers
that allow predictive diagnosis f the individual risk associated with therapeutic

radiation exposures.

The radiation sensitivity tests
A number of tests have been described and used to assess radiosensitivity in patients.

Clonogenic assays
Clonogenic assays or colony forming assays measure the end result of a combination
of cellular responses t radiation, including reproductive cell death, death by apoptosis,
accelerated differentiation, and senescence.
Clonogenic assays for fibroblasts, keratinocytes and lymphocytes have been proposed.
There s no clear correlation between the results f the assays with keratinocytes and
lymphocytes, and early and/or late post radiation ractions (47).
n fact, most studies have been performed on fibroblasts with the following results
u Enhanced radiosensitivity was found for fibroblasts derived from clinically hyper-

radiosensitive patients (48)
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u In vitra radiosensitivity of primary human fibrablasts does flot correlate with acute

radiotoxicity (47, 49, 50, 51 )

Li in clonogenic assays, in vitra radiosensitivity of primary human fibroblasts carrelate
with late clinical post radiation fibrosis, and flot with telangiectasia (47, 50, 52, 53)

For Beck-Bornhold (54), these findings remain questionable. Furthermore, fibroblast

clonogenic assays do flot seem adapted t a routine practice because they require a

skin biopsy, are flot always successful and the results are obtained only after a delay of

several weeks.

Pulsed field gel electrophoresis
Pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) is a technique widely used by radiobialogists ta
measure residual DNA double strand breaks. Because t is a complex and time

consuming technique, PFGE has rarely been proposed n clinical practice.
Badie et ai (55) observed with PFGE a defective repair of DNA double strand breaks in

fibrablastic ceIl line established from a radiosensitive leukemia patient.
Kiltie et a (56) found a significant correlation between residual DNA double strand

breaks in fibroblasts measured by PFGE and the fibrosis score in patients irradiated for

breast cancer 9 t 15 years before. However, n another group f breast cancer

patients, their rtrospective study of keratinacytes showed n correlation between the
PFGE measurement of residual DNA damage and the severity of early or late reaction

ta radiations (57).
Again, the application of PFGE in routine clinical pratice s difficult because t requires a

biopsy and because results are unconstantly btained (63 % f case in Kiltie's
experience) after a significant delay (median value of 48 weeks n Kiltie's experience).

The cornet assay (single-cell gel electrophoresis)
The alkaline cornet assay has been proposed t examine the cellular capacity f

rejoining f in vitra radiationi-induced NA strand breaks in peripheral blood

unstimulated lymphocytes n several different situations 
detection of patients at particular risk of developing a radio-induced cancer in

patients with thyroid tumor (58).

detection of delayed repair f DNA damage n juvenile systemic lupus
erythematosus, rheumatoid arthritis and systemic scierosis (38)

detection f patients with unusually severe early and/or late post irradiation

reactions. Among 26 patients who demonstrated severe ractions t radiotherapy
(17 breast cancer patients and 9 Hodgkin's disease patients), Alapetite et a (59)

observed n 31 % of cases an increased percentage of residual DNA strand
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breaks interestingly, ail patients with the most severe compiication~s showNed
impaired DNA strand break rejoining.

Detection of patients with inherited susceptibility to lung cancer (60)
Validation of murine mutant modeis for human genetic susceptibility t radiation

<61)
The cornet assay offers practical advantages such as the requirement of few ceils and

the producing of resuits within 2 days. Consequently, this assay could be more wideiy
used to assess radiosensitivity in order to validate its interest in identifying those

patients at high risk f secondary radiation-induced cancer or severe post-radiation

reaction. Furthermore, the cornet assay may benefit from technicai improvements in

the near future, e.g., studies in neutrai conditions aowing specific measurements of

DNA double strand-breaks.

Radiation-induced apoptosis
Solid data indicate that ataxia telangiectasia ceils dispiay an atered pattern f p53

induction following ray exposure. This suboptimal p53 induction contributes t an

aitered ray induced apoptosis.
Therefore, in homozygotes ataxia telangiectasia patients, lymphocytes demonstrate a
significantly higher level f spontaneous apoptosis, whereas ionizing radiation-induced

apoptosis s reduced compared to normai ceils (62). However, in heterozygote ataxia
telangiectasia patients, resuits vary from patient t patient.

Nevertheless, Ozsahin (63) designed an assay f intrinsic radiosensitivity based on

apoptosis in human lymphocytes (1997) and observed a decreased radiation-induced

apoptosis in hyper-radiosensitive patients when compared t healthy controis (64).

Cytogenetic tests
More or ess sophisticated cytogenetic tests can be used t detect hyper-radiosensitive

patients.
Dicentric chromosomes and DNA fragments are vieil known features f irradiation

quantified t evaluate biological dosimetry.
Cytogenetic techniques are able t detect the very unusual chromosome fragility f

Fanconi's anemia as already seen above. Chromosomal damage due t irradiation and

expressed as DNA breaks per 1000 mitoses can be used t differentiate
hypersensitivity t radiations from normai reaction t radiations (resuits n one patient

by Dunst et ai (65)).
More sophisticated cytogenetic techniques, and especially fluorescence in situ

hybridization <FISH) have been proposed t assess radiosenisitivity in tumors (66).
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Badie et a (55) reported n one hyper-radiosensitive patient with leulkemnia a greater
sensitivity to the induction f chromosome breakage using a premature chromosome

condensation test PCC) and FISH.
Neubauer et a (67) observed with a 3 color FISHi painting technique that lymphocytes

of patients with clinicai signs of oustanding radiosensitivity responded with an unusaily
high frequency of complex chromosome rearrangemnents.
Micronucleus assay s one f the most simple test. t can be used for the screening of

mutated BRCA1 carriers (68). However recent data from Sonina et a (69) do not
support the usefulness of the test n predicting normai tissue response to radiotherapy

in cancer patients.

Molecular biology
Molecular biology techniques are being proposed to identify hyper-radiosensitive
patients. Price et ai (70) reported that rare microsatellite polymorphisms in the XRCC1

gene involved in single DNA strand-break rejoining and in the XRCC3 gene involved in
DNA repair recombination were significantly associated with cinical radiosensitivity.
«<DNA chips » studying the expression of a arge number of genes are being evaluated
in a few highiy specialized research centers.

The ideal radiation sensitivity test
Current data suggest that hyper-radiosensitivity could be inked to various
mechanisms participating in the cellular and individuai response to genotoxic stress

and involving a number of different genes.
For the search f a few hyper-radiosensitive patients in a cancer population, generai

tests f DNA repair deficiency, i.e., comnet test, cytogenetic assays or tests f

deregulated apoptosis, are actually the most adapted.

If the « ultimate goa » s to identify a hyper radiosensitive patients. especially those
undergoing radiation therapy, ideai tests are still required. They should be easy to
perform on a bood sample (not on a biopsy), easy to manage and to interpret. They
should produce reliable results in a short time (ess than one or two weeks) at a

reasonable cost.

Guidelines

Radiosensitivity testing f tissues is more and more considered to be a way to optimnize
radiation therapy. As stated by Appleby (9), « if t were possible to identify those highly

radiosensitive cases, their treatment could be ajusted and t might then be possible to

escalate the dose in the remnaining patients to improve ocal control and cure rates ».
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On the contrary, t would be possible t0 deliver ower doses to hyper radiosenstive
patients with the benefits of a decreased toxicity possibly without altering the local
control rates since tumors might also be hypersensitive to radiations n those patients
(71 ). ndeed, this issue is the object of a serious debate <52, 72-76).

While waiting for the ideal approach for predictive diagnosis of individual susceptibility
to radiations, what can be done in clinical practice ?

Do flot ignore known hyper-radiosensitive syndroms, essentially ataxia
telangiectasia homozygotes, Nijmegen breakage syndrome homozygotes and

Fanconi anemia patients, even if they are rare.
Beware f a few more frequent diseases, systemic scierosis, Behcet's disease and
diabetes with somne degree of radiosensitivity.
Pay attention f0 a family history of cancers. Familial disorders predisposing to
cancer could also predispose to radiation-induced second cancers and clinical
hyper-radiosensitivity (77). One should be particularly careful with children with
cancer and a family history of cancer (1 5, 78).
Beware of unusual early ractions during radiation therapy. Severe acute toxicity
can correlate with increased late toxicity and aso with an increased tumor
radiosensitivity. Adaptation of weekly dose, total dose as well as adaptation of

fractionation could be proposed to particularly severe cases.
Do not hesitate to propose the presently available radiosensitivity tests, even
suboptimal, to unusual specific cases when needed either prospectively or

retrospectively.
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